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Classification of degree two curves in the symmetric
square with positive self-intersection
Meritxell Sa´ez
Abstract
In this paper we give a precise classification of the pairs (C, B˜) with C a smooth
curve of genus g and B˜ ⊂ C(2) a curve of degree two and positive self-intersection. We
prove that there are no such pairs if g < pa(B˜) < 2g−1. We study the singularities and
self-intersection of any degree two curve in C(2). Moreover, we give examples of curves
with arithmetic genus in the Brill-Noether range and positive self-intersection on C×C.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we study pairs of irreducible curves (C, B˜) with g(C) ≥ 2 and B˜ ⊂ C(2)
of degree two (B˜ · CP = 2). We give a complete classification when B˜
2 > 0 is satisfied.
In particular, we prove that there is no such pair if pa(B˜) < 2g(C) − 1.
A fundamental tool for this paper is the main result in [16] where a characterization
of curves in the symmetric square with a certain degree is given (Theorem 2.1).
In [10, Question 8.6] the authors wonder if there exists a curve B in a surface S with
q(S) < pa(B) < 2q(S) − 1 (the Brill-Noether range) and B
2 > 0. This question relates
with the existence of a curve B of genus q < pa(B) < 2q − 1 that generates an abelian
variety of dimension q (see [12]). We find a bound on the degree of such a curve B lying
in the symmetric square. For large g(C) the bound suggests that such a curve should
have low degree. This motivates the study of low degree curves in the symmetric square.
In this paper we study the degree two case and in a future paper we will consider the
degree three case ([15]). We find that there is no curve with arithmetic genus in the
Brill-Noether range, positive self-intersection and degree two in the symmetric square.
When considering the preimages in C × C of some degree two curves we find examples
of curves with arithmetic genus in the Brill-Noether range and positive self-intersection.
Hence, answering the question in [10] as it has been done in [3]. We note that all
such curves have arithmetic genus 2g(C)− 2, that is, the greatest possible genus in the
Brill-Noether range.
We prove first some preliminary results that have their own relevance, although they
only play an auxiliary role in this paper.
Next, we study the geometry of degree two curves in the symmetric square with
no regard to self-intersection or genus. In particular, we study in detail the possible
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singularities. We have two different cases depending on whether pi∗C(B˜) is irreducible or
not. If ν(α) denotes the number of points in C fixed by α ∈ Aut(C), we show that for
the reducible case the following holds.
Proposition 1.1. Let B˜ ⊂ C(2) be a degree two curve such that pi∗C(B˜) is reducible.
Then, there exists α ∈ Aut(C) of degree at least three such that B˜ = {x+α(x) | x ∈ C}.
Conversely, if α ∈ Aut(C) has degree at least three, then B˜ = {x+ α(x) | x ∈ C} ⊂
C(2) with pi∗C(B˜) being reducible.
Moreover, B˜ has 12(ν(α
2)− ν(α)) nodal singularities and normalization C.
In the non-reducible case, using Theorem 2.1 and the fact that a degree two morphism
is always Galois, we translate the study of pairs (C, B˜) to the study of group actions on
curves. Let Dn denote the dihedral group of order 2n. We prove the following.
Theorem 1.2. Let D be a curve, i, j ∈ Aut(D) two involutions with 〈i, j〉 = Dn, n ≥ 3.
Let C = D/〈j〉 and B = D/〈i〉 be the quotient curves. Then, there is a degree one
morphism B → C(2) with image B˜ such that D˜ = pi∗C(B˜) is irreducible.
Conversely, if B˜ ⊂ C(2) is a degree two curve such that D˜ = pi∗C(B˜) is irreducible
and B is the normalization of B˜, then there exists a curve D as above.
Moreover, B˜ has 14 (ν((ij)
2) − ν(ij)) nodal singularities, D˜ has 12ν((ij)
2) nodal sin-
gularities and D is the normalization of D˜.
Then, we concentrate on degree two curves with positive self-intersection. We study
all such curves getting the following Classification Theorem.
Theorem 1.3 (Classification). All pairs of curves (C, B˜) with C smooth, B˜ ⊂ C(2) such
that B˜2 > 0 and B˜ · CP = 2 fall in one of the following cases:
0. C is a curve of genus 2 with the action of an automorphism of order 10, α, such
that ν(α) = 1, ν(α2) = 3, ν(α5) = 6, and B˜ is the symmetrization of the graph
of α. There is a finite number of isomorphism classes of curves C with such an
automorphism.
Let B be the normalization of B˜. In the following cases, C = D/〈j〉 and B = D/〈i〉
where D is a smooth curve and i, j ∈ Aut(D) are two involutions such that 〈i, j〉 = Dn
for n ∈ {10, 6, 4}.
1. For n = 10 there are three topological types of actions on D that define three
irreducible families with the following properties:
g(D) g(C) g(B) B˜2
Moduli Moduli
Other properties
dim. of D dim. of C
5 2 3 1 1 1
D hyperelliptic
(D10.1)
B˜ smooth
4 2 2 1 1 1
D hyperelliptic
(D10.2)
B˜ has 1 node
6 2 3 1 2 1 or 2
D bielliptic
(D10.3)
B˜ smooth
Furthermore, in all three families the curve B is hyperelliptic and pa(B˜) = 2g(C)−
1.
2
2. For n = 6 there are ten topological types of actions on D that define ten irreducible
families.
One family with the following characteristics:
g(D) g(C) g(B) B˜2
Moduli Moduli
Other properties
dim. of D dim. of C
5 2 3 2 2 2 B˜ has 1 node (D6.1)
Furthermore, in this family the curves D and B are hyperelliptic and pa(B˜) =
2g(C).
The other nine families have the following characteristics:
g(D) g(C) g(B) B˜2
Moduli Moduli
Other properties
dim. of D dim. of C
7 3 4 1 2 2 B˜ has 1 node (D6.2)
9 3 5 1 3 3 B˜ smooth (D6.3)
5 2 3 2 1 1 B˜ smooth (D6.4)
6 3 3 1 2 2 B˜ has 2 nodes (D6.5)
8 3 4 1 3 3 B˜ has 1 node (D6.6)
4 2 2 2 1 1 B˜ has 1 node (D6.7)
6 2 3 2 2 2 B˜ smooth (D6.8)
5 2 2 2 2 2 B˜ has 1 node (D6.9)
7 2 3 2 3 2 B˜ smooth (D6.10)
Furthermore, B and C are bielliptic and pa(B˜) = 2g(C) − 1.
3. For n = 4 there are three irreducible families of topological types of actions on D
with the following properties:
g(D) g(C) g(B) B˜2
Moduli
Other properties
dim. of D
−1 + s+ 12k
s+k
2
2s+k
4 4
2s+k−4
4
B˜ has k4 nodes (D4.1)
s+ k ≥ 8
−2 + s+ 12k
s+k−2
2
2s+k−4
4 4
2s+k−4
4
B˜ has k4 nodes (D4.2)
s+ k ≥ 10
−3 + s+ 12k
s+k−4
2
2s+k−8
4 4
2s+k−4
4
B˜ has k4 nodes (D4.3)
s+ k ≥ 12
In all three families the curve C is hyperelliptic, with any possible genus, and
pa(B˜) = 2g(C). Furthermore, h
0(C(2),OC(2)(B˜)) ≥ 2 and B˜ is linearly equivalent
to the sum of two coordinate curves.
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The moduli dimension of C is not computed for n = 4 because the freedom in the
parameters s and k makes the computation not manageable with the techniques at hand.
Since actions of groups on algebraic curves is one of the main tools for the classifi-
cation of degree two curves in C(2), in particular when the quotient curve is P1, some of
our results can be linked with the study of the moduli dimension of a Nielsen class (see
[7]). We compute the moduli dimension for the families that appear in Theorem 1.3 for
n ∈ {6, 10}.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we compute the self-intersection
of a curve B˜ ⊂ C(2) of degree d as in Theorem 2.1.
In Section 3 we introduce a method to construct curves in a symmetric square using
the action of a finite group on a curve and Theorem 2.1. In the final part of the section
we give some background on the action of groups on curves.
In Section 4 we study curves of degree two in C(2). We consider first those with
reducible preimage in C × C (Theorem 1.1) and next those with irreducible preimage
(Theorem 1.2).
In Section 5 we prove Theorem 1.3. First, we study the possible curves with reducible
preimage and positive self-intersection. Next, we consider those with irreducible preim-
age. We study the numerical conditions determined by our hypothesis on the action of
the dihedral group in a curve D. We define, when possible, a generating vector of the
corresponding dihedral group acting on a curve D. For each generating vector we study
(when possible) the moduli dimension of the curves C that appear in this way.
In Section 6 we study the conditions that a curve in C(2) of degree d must satisfy
to have positive self-intersection and arithmetic genus in the Brill-Noether range. As a
corollary of Theorem 1.3 we obtain that there are no such curves with degree 2. Finally,
we give examples of such curves in C × C.
Notation: We work over the complex numbers. By curve we mean a complex
projective reduced algebraic curve. Let C be a smooth curve of genus g ≥ 2, we put
C(2) for its 2nd symmetric product. We denote by piC : C ×C → C
(2) the natural map,
and CP ⊂ C
(2) a coordinate curve with base point P ∈ C. We put ∆C for the main
diagonal in C(2), and ∆C×C for the diagonal of the Cartesian product C×C. We denote
by pa(C) = h
1(C,OC) the arithmetic genus and when C is smooth by g(C) = h
0(C,ωC)
the geometric genus (or topological genus). We will call node an ordinary singularity of
order two.
For α ∈ Aut(C), we denote by o(α) its order and by ν(α) the number of points
fixed by it. We put Γα for the curve in C × C given by the graph of α, that is,
Γα = {(x, α(x)), x ∈ C}.
A compact Riemann surface C will be called γ-hyperelliptic if there is a compact
Riemann surface C˜ of genus γ and a holomorphic mapping p : C → C˜ of degree two.
2 Self-intersection of B˜ in C(2)
In this section we compute the self-intersection of a curve B˜ ⊂ C(2) of degree d defined
by a diagram of curves as in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1 ([16]). Let B be an irreducible smooth curve such that there is no non-
trivial morphism B → C. Giving a degree one morphism from B to the surface C(2)
with image B˜ of degree d is equivalent to giving a smooth irreducible curve D and a
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diagram
D
(d:1)

(2:1)
// B
C
which does not reduce.
When d is prime, that the diagram does not reduce is equivalent to the property
that the diagram does not complete. That is, that does not exist a curve H and maps
such that we obtain a commutative diagram
D
(d:1)

(2:1)
// B
(d:1)

C
(2:1)
// H.
Lemma 2.2. Let B˜ ⊂ C(2) be a curve given by a diagram which does not reduce
D
(d:1) g

(2:1)
f
// B
C ,
and let D˜ = pi∗C(B˜). Then,
B˜2 = pa(D˜)− 1− d(2g(C) − 2).
Proof. From the adjunction formula for B˜ ⊂ C(2) together with the numerical equiva-
lence KC(2) ≡num (2g(C)− 2)CP −
∆C
2 we deduce that
B˜2 = 2pa(B˜)− 2− d(2g(C) − 2) + B˜ ·
∆C
2
. (2.1)
Since D˜ and B˜ lay in two smooth surfaces, by adjunction, their canonical divisors
are locally free, and thus they are Gorenstein curves. Then, by the Riemann-Hurwitz
formula for the morphism D˜ → B˜ induced by piC we get
2pa(D˜)− 2 = 2(2pa(B˜)− 2) + B˜ ·∆C ,
and therefore,
B˜ ·
∆C
2
= pa(D˜)− 2pa(B˜) + 1. (2.2)
From (2.1) and (2.2) we get the expression in the Lemma 2.2.
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3 Background on group actions
We consider now diagrams of curves such that both morphisms are Galois. We give a
method to find diagrams that do not complete or decide if a given diagram completes,
depending on the order of the group generated by the two automorphisms defining the
diagram.
Proposition 3.1. Let D be a projective smooth irreducible curve with the action of a
finite group G. Let α, β ∈ G with orders o(α) = d ≥ 2 and o(β) = e ≥ 2. Consider the
diagram
D
(e:1)
//
(d:1)

D/〈β〉 = B
D/〈α〉 = C .
Then,
(1) If the order of 〈α, β〉 equals e · d then the diagram completes.
(2) If the order of 〈α, β〉 is strictly greater than e·d then the diagram does not complete.
Proof. First we prove (1). Assume that |〈α, β〉| = e · d. Let F be the quotient of D by
the action of 〈α, β〉. Then, the diagram completes. Indeed, one can define morphisms
from B and C to F , using that both B and C are quotients of D by subgroups of 〈α, β〉.
Now, we prove (2). Assume that |〈α, β〉| > e · d. By contradiction we assume that
the diagram completes. That is, there exists a curve H giving a commutative diagram
D
(e:1)
//
(d:1)

(ed:1)
❇❇
❇
  
❇❇
❇
B
(d:1)

C
(e:1)
// H.
The automorphisms α and β, and hence the group 〈α, β〉, act on the fibers ofD
(ed:1)
−−−→ H.
Therefore, the orbit of a general point of D by the action of 〈α, β〉 must be contained in
a fiber of D
(ed:1)
−−−→ H, but the cardinality of the first is strictly greater than the degree
of the second, so this inclusion is not possible, and consequently such a curve H does
not exist.
Remark 3.2. If the order of 〈α, β〉 is strictly less than e · d the diagram defined by these
two automorphisms may or may not complete. For instance, if β = αk, then there is a
natural morphism from B to C,
D
(e:1)
//
(d:1)

D/〈αk〉 = B
(d/e:1)
ww♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
D/〈α〉 = C .
In that case, the diagram completes if and only if C covers a curve H with degree e.
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To study the geometry of the curves defined by such diagrams we need to recall some
basic facts about group actions on curves.
Let C be a curve and let G ⊂ Aut(C) be a finite subgroup. For P ∈ C, set
GP = {g ∈ G | g(P ) = P}
the stabilizer of P .
Proposition 3.3. ([6, III.7.7]) Assume g(C) ≥ 2. Then, GP is a cyclic subgroup of
Aut(C).
Given α ∈ Aut(C), its graph Γα lies in C × C and is isomorphic to C. With a local
computation one can see the following.
Proposition 3.4. The diagonal in C ×C cuts the graph of an automorphism transver-
sally.
Corollary 3.5. Let α and β be two automorphisms of a curve C. If α−1β 6= 1, then the
graphs of α and β in C × C intersect transversally and Γα · Γβ = ν(α
−1β), the number
of fixed points of the automorphism α−1β.
Proof. We transform the two considered graphs by the action of 1× α−1:
Γα = {(x, α(x))}
1×α−1
−−−−→ {(x, x)} = ∆C×C
Γβ = {(x, β(x))}
1×α−1
−−−−→ {(x, α−1β(x))} = Γα−1β.
Since the diagonal intersects transversally the graph of any automorphism, we deduce
that the two graphs intersect also transversally in ν(α−1β) points.
Lemma 3.6. Let G be a finite group of order n acting on a curve C. Given a point
P ∈ C, let α be a generator of GP . Then, we have that
n = |GP | · |{conjugates of GP }| · |{points fixed by α in OG(P )}|.
Proof. By Lagrange Theorem ([13, Theorem 2.27]) and the orbit-stabilizer Theorem
([13, Theorem 5.7]) we obtain that
n = |G| = |GP | · [G : GP ] = |GP | · |OG(P )|.
Since the point P has stabilizer GP , given a conjugate of GP , we see that αGPα
−1 =
Gα(P ), the stabilizer of α(P ). Moreover, given any element β ∈ G, β(P ) has stabilizer
GP or one of its conjugates. Therefore, in the orbit of P there are the same number of
points with stabilizer each conjugate of GP , and all conjugates of GP are stabilizers of
points in the orbit. Hence,
|OG(P )| = |{conjugates of GP }| · |{points fixed by α in OG(P )}|.
Next, we recall the form of the Riemann-Hurwitz formula for group actions. Let Br
be the branch locus of f : C → C/G. Then, the Riemann-Hurwitz formula for f reads
2g − 2 = |G|(2g′ − 2) + |G|
∑
P∈Br
(
1−
1
mP
)
(3.1)
where g and g′ are the genus of C and C/G respectively, andmP = |GQ| with f(Q) = P .
Since f is Galois, it is totally ramified, and we call mP the order of the branch point P .
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Theorem 3.7 (Riemann’s Existence Theorem). The group G acts on a curve of genus
g, with branching type (g′;m1, . . . ,mr) if and only if the Riemann-Hurwitz formula is
satisfied and G has a (g′;m1, . . . ,mr) generating vector.
Where a (g′;m1, . . . ,mr) generating vector (or G-Hurwitz vector) is a 2g
′ + r-tuple
(a1, b1, . . . , ag′ , bg′ ; c1, . . . , cr)
of elements of G generating the group and such that o(ci) = mi and
g′∏
j=1
[ai, bi]
r∏
i=1
ci = 1.
We call this last condition the product one condition.
We remark that Riemann’s Existence theorem is not a constructive result. It states
the existence of such a curve, but it gives no further information about it. With the
following theorem we will be able to compute the number of fixed points of each element
γ ∈ G acting on the curve.
Theorem 3.8. ([9]) Let C be a compact Riemann surface and G a group of its auto-
morphisms. Let (a1, b1, . . . , ag′ , bg′ ; c1, . . . , cr) be a (g
′;m1, . . . ,mr)-generating vector of
G describing the action of G on C. For 1 6= γ ∈ G let εi(γ) be 1 or 0 according as γ is
or is not conjugate to a power of ci.
Then the number ν(γ) of points of C fixed by γ is given by the formula
ν(γ) = |NG(〈γ〉)|
r∑
i=1
εi(γ)
mi
,
where NG(〈γ〉) is the normalizer of 〈γ〉 in G.
4 Degree two curves
Now, we study curves of degree two in the symmetric square of a curve. First of all
we observe that by the Hodge index theorem, an irreducible curve B˜ of degree two in
C(2) satisfies the inequality B˜2 ≤ 4. Moreover, when B˜2 = 4 the curve is algebraically
equivalent to twice a coordinate curve.
We present a lemma that will be useful in the discussion that follows. The proof
uses basic group theory and the particular group structure of the dihedral groups and
is left to the reader.
Lemma 4.1. Let i and j be two involutions generating a dihedral group Dn, n ≥ 3.
Then, there is no cyclic subgroup containing (ij)2 and one of the involutions i or j.
We start by studying irreducible degree two curves B˜ ⊂ C(2) such that pi∗C(B˜) is
reducible.
Proof of Proposition 1.1. Since there is a degree two morphism from pi∗C(B˜) to C, if
pi∗C(B˜) reduces, then it consists of two copies of C, and the projections onto each factor
of C×C are hence isomorphisms. This gives an automorphism of C, α, as follows: take
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one component of pi∗C(B˜), for each point x in this component we define α(pi1(x)) = pi2(x)
where pi1, pi2 are the projections on the two factors of C × C. Notice that the order of
α must be at least 3, because otherwise pi∗C(B˜) would have only one component.
Hence, we have pi∗C(B˜) = C1 + C2 ⊂ C × C with C1 = Γα, C2 = Γα−1 and B˜ =
{x+α(x), x ∈ C}. The curve B˜ has normalization C and moreover the following holds:
First, B˜ ·∆C = 2ν(α). Indeed, consider
B˜ ∩∆C = {x+ α(x) | α(x) = x}.
The preimages of these points by piC correspond to points were C1 and C2 meet
(transversally by Corollary 3.5) over the diagonal. They intersect the diagonal transver-
sally (by Proposition 3.4), and taking local coordinates we see that B˜ and ∆C are
tangent at x+ x for x a point fixed by α.
Second, |Sing B˜| = 1
2
(ν(α2)− ν(α)). Indeed, a general curve CP intersects B˜ in
two different points: P + α(P ) and P + α−1(P ). Since CP · B˜ = 2, when these two
points are different they are smooth points on B˜. To determine the singularities of B˜
we need to study when these two points coincide. We have two possibilities:
Either α(P ) = P and hence B˜ intersects the diagonal in a smooth (tangent) point
as we have just seen.
Or α(P ) = α−1(P ) 6= P , that is, P is fixed by α2 and not by α. We observe that
if P is fixed by α2, then the point α(P ) is also fixed by α2, and both give the same
singularity P + α(P ) = α(P ) + α2(P ).
Finally, all singularities of B˜ are nodes. Indeed, consider the normalization mor-
phism
C −→ B˜ ⊂ C(2)
x 7→ x+ α(x).
A singular point x+α(x) with α2(x) = x 6= α(x) has two preimages by the normalization
morphism: x and α(x), and hence B˜ has two branches at x + α(x). Since CP · B˜ = 2
the singularities have order two. Moreover, since the preimage of B˜ by piC is formed
by the graphs of α and α−1, which are transversal by Corollary 3.5, and piC is a local
isomorphism around these points we conclude that these singularities are nodes.
Next, we consider B˜ ⊂ C(2), with normalization B and irreducible preimage by piC .
Let D be the normalization of D˜ := pi∗C(B˜).
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Regarding Theorem 2.1, there exists a diagram which does not
complete
D
(2:1)
f
//
(2:1) g

B
C
defined by B˜ ⊂ C(2). Since both morphisms are of degree two, in D there are two
involutions i and j (the changes of sheet) such that C = D/〈j〉 and B = D/〈i〉. By
Proposition 3.1 i and j generate a group of order at least five, that is, a dihedral group
(see [11]).
We study now the singularities of D˜ and B˜.
Consider the morphism g×g : D×D → C×C. It is Galois with group 〈1× j, j×1〉.
The preimage of D˜ by g × g consists of four divisors:
D0 = (1× 1)(D) = {(x, i(x)), x ∈ D},
D1 = (1× j)(D) = {(x, ji(x)), x ∈ D},
D2 = (j × 1)(D) = {(j(x), i(x)), x ∈ D} = {(x, ij(x)), x ∈ D} and
D3 = (j × j)(D) = {(j(x), ji(x)), x ∈ D} = {(x, jij(x)), x ∈ D}.
(4.1)
The curve D0 is non-singular and the morphism g × g restricted to D0 is a local
isomorphism. Indeed, it would fail to be a local isomorphism for those x ∈ D with
x = j(x) and i(x) = ji(x), but there are no such points by Lemma 4.1. Therefore, the
only singularities of D˜ are points with more than one preimage on D0.
Two points in D0, (x, i(x)) and (y, i(y)), have the same image by g × g if and
only if x = j(y), x = (ij)2x and y = (ij)2y. Therefore, for each two points fixed by
(ij)2 there is a singularity in D˜, and these are all the singularities of D˜. The points
(x, i(x)) and (y, i(y)) are two intersections of the curves D0 and D3 with the same image
by g × g. Since g × g is not ramified in these points and the divisors D0 and D3 are
transversal by Corollary 3.5, we deduce that D˜ is transversal on the image, and therefore
its singularities are nodes.
Now, B˜ is the image of D˜ by piC . Since piC is a double covering ramified at the
diagonal, it is a local isomorphism outside the diagonal ∆C . Therefore, for each two
nodes of D˜ outside the diagonal, there is one node in B˜.
A singularity of D˜ over ∆C is the image of two points in D0 corresponding to x ∈ D
such that x = ij(x), that is, (x, i(x)) and (i(x), x). Since it lays over the diagonal, there
are no other points with the same image g(x)+ g(x). Moreover, the points (x, i(x)) and
(i(x), x) have the same image by piD, and hence g(x) + g(x) has only one preimage in
B, which is the normalization of B˜, and B˜ has only one branch in g(x) + g(x).
Consequently, (g(x), g(x)) is a nodal singularity in D˜ ⊂ C × C which image in
B˜ ⊂ C(2) has a single branch. We want to see that this branch is smooth.
Let (z1, z2) be a system of local coordinates in C×C with both zi a local coordinate
in C around g(x). Using them, piC is written locally as (z1, z2) 7→ (z1+ z2, z1z2) = (z, t)
with (z, t) local coordinates in C(2) centered at g(x)+g(x). Making a local computation
and using that in (g(x), g(x)) there is a node, we obtain that g(x) + g(x) is a smooth
point of B˜.
Since the intersection multiplicity in (g(x), g(x)) of D˜ and ∆C×C is two, also the
intersection multiplicity in g(x) + g(x) of B˜ and ∆C is two, and therefore these two
curves are tangent at this point.
Therefore, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.2. For B˜ and D˜ as above, pa(B˜)−g(B) =
1
4
(ν((ij)2)−ν(ij)) and pa(D˜)−
g(D) =
1
2
ν((ij)2).
5 Proof of Theorem 1.3
Next, we study degree two curves with B˜2 > 0 in order to prove Theorem 1.3. We divide
the proof in two parts depending on whether pi∗C(B˜) is reducible or irreducible.
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5.1 Reducible case
We begin the reducible case with an example.
Example 5.1. We consider the (0; 10, 5, 2)-generating vector of Z/10 given by (α,α4, α5)
where α denotes a generator of the group. It defines a morphism C → P1, where C is a
curve with α ∈ Aut(C) such that ν(α) = 1, ν(α2) = 3 and ν(α5) = 6 (see Lemma 3.6).
By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula we obtain that
2g(C)− 2 = 10(−2) + 1 · 9 + 2 · 4 + 5 · 1⇒ g(C) = 2.
Consider now the graph of α, Γα, in C ×C. The image of Γα by piC is a curve B˜ of
degree two in C(2), such that pi∗C(B˜) = Γα + Γα−1 .
In the following lemma we prove that it is the only instance of a curve of degree two
in a symmetric square C(2) with reducible preimage by piC and positive self-intersection.
Lemma 5.2. Let (C, B˜) be a pair of curves with C smooth and B˜ ⊂ C(2) of degree
two, such that pi∗C(B˜) is reducible and B˜
2 > 0. Then, C is a curve of genus 2 with an
automorphism α ∈ Aut(C) such that o(α) = 10, ν(α) = 1, ν(α2) = 3, ν(α5) = 6, and
B˜ is the symmetrization of the graph of α.
Proof. From Proposition 1.1 we have that B˜ = piC(Γα) for α ∈ Aut(C), C is the
normalization of B˜, and pa(B˜) = g(C)+
1
2 (ν(α
2)−ν(α)). Since necessarily pa(B˜) > g(C)
we obtain that B˜ is singular, so o(α) is even (different from 2) and ν(α2) − ν(α) is an
even number. Moreover, by [6, V.1.5] we know that
ν(α2) ≤ 2 +
2g
o(α2)− 1
. (5.1)
We call g = g(C), s = ν(α) and r = ν(α2)− ν(α). From the adjunction formula we
deduce that
B˜2 = 2pa(B˜)− 2− 2(2g − 2) + B˜ ·
∆C
2
= −2g + 2 + r + s > 0⇔
2g − 2 < r + s = ν(α2). (5.2)
Next, we consider the different possibilities for o(α) and hence o(α2):
If o(α) = 6, then by (5.1) and (5.2) we deduce that g = 3 and r+ s = 5 with r even.
With this conditions, the Riemann-Hurwitz formula (3.1) is not satisfied for C → C/〈α〉.
If o(α) = 4, then by (5.2) we deduce r + s ≥ 2g − 1. By (5.1) and (3.1), we deduce
g(C/〈α〉) = 0 and s = 3, that is not compatible with r even. Hence, such an action does
not exist.
If o(α) ≥ 8 (and o(α2) ≥ 4), then from (5.1) and (5.2) we deduce that
2 +
2g
3
≥ 2 +
2g
o(α2)− 1
≥ r + s > 2g − 2. (5.3)
This implies that 3 > g, so it remains to consider g = 2 with r + s = 3. From (5.3)
we deduce that 5 ≥ o(α2) ≥ 4. Since r is even and different from zero, we have that
r = 2 and s = 1. There could be other ramification points coming from points fixed by
αo(α
2) that would come by groups of o(α2) (see Lemma 3.6). Considering the Riemann-
Hurwitz formula C → C/〈α〉 we obtain that the only compatible case is o(α2) = 5 and
C/〈α〉 = P1 with ν(α5) = 5 + 1 = 6, that is, the case described in Example 5.1.
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The Hurwitz space of such morphisms C → P1 = C/〈α〉 is 0-dimensional. Indeed,
there are only three branch points, that by the action of the automorphisms of P1, can
be fixed as 0, 1,∞. Therefore, in moduli, we have a finite number of such curves C (see
[17]). We have proven point 0. of Theorem 1.3.
5.2 Irreducible case
Let (C, B˜) be a pair of curves with C smooth and B˜ ⊂ C(2) of degree two with D˜ :=
pi∗C(B˜) irreducible. Let B be the normalization of B˜ and D the normalization of D˜. By
the arguments in Section 4 the curves B, C and D lay in a diagram
D
(2:1)
//
(2:1)

B
C
(5.4)
that does not complete. There exist two involutions i and j (the changes of sheet) such
that B = D/〈i〉 and C = D/〈j〉 with 〈i, j〉 = Dn.
We use the following notation for the number of fixed points of some of the auto-
morphisms of the curve D:
s = ν(j), t = ν(i), r = ν(ij) and r + k = ν((ij)2).
Let b = g(B), g = g(C) and h = g(D).
The strategy is to find the restrictions on the numbers s, t, r, k, b, g and h given by
our hypothesis.
First, by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula for the morphism D → C we obtain
g =
2h+ 2− s
4
. (5.5)
Second, by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula for the morphism D → B and Corollary
4.2 we deduce that
pa(B˜) = b+
1
4
(r + k − r) =
1
4
(2h+ 2− t+ k). (5.6)
Third, by (5.5) and (5.6) the condition g < pa(B˜) translates into
2h+ 2− s
4
<
2h+ 2− t
4
+
1
4
k ⇔ t < s+ k. (5.7)
Finally, from Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 4.2 together with (5.5) we deduce that
B˜2 = −h+ 1 + s+
1
2
(r + k) > 0⇔ h ≤ s+
1
2
(r + k). (5.8)
Note: We can assume that 〈i, j〉 = D2l. Indeed, if 〈i, j〉 = D2l+1, then the invo-
lutions i and j would be conjugate, and so t = s. Since 2 and 2l + 1 are coprime,
the automorphisms ij and (ij)2 would have the same fixed points and thus k = 0,
contradicting (5.7).
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Let γ = g(D/D2l). By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula for group quotients (see (3.1))
applied to τ : D → D/D2l, we have that
h− 1 = 2l(2γ − 2) + 2l
∑
P∈Br
(
1−
1
mP
)
(5.9)
where mP = |GQ| with τ(Q) = P .
We count the number of branch points of τ using Lemma 3.6 repetitively. Since
i and j are non conjugate and have order two, there are t2 branch points of order 2
corresponding to the conjugacy class of the stabilizer 〈i〉. There are s2 branch points
of order 2 corresponding to the conjugacy class of 〈j〉, with no point common to the
previous set. Moreover, there are r2 branch points of order 2l corresponding to 〈ij〉, and
k
4 branch points of order l corresponding to 〈(ij)
2〉. We could also have other branch
points coming from powers of ij that do not generate the whole 〈ij〉. Note that s, t and
r are even and k is multiple of 4.
All together, this gives that
2l
∑
P∈Br
(
1−
1
mP
)
≥ 2l(
s + t
2
·
1
2
+
r
2
(1−
1
2l
) +
k
4
(1−
1
l
))
=
l
2
(s+ t) + r
2l − 1
2
+ k
l − 1
2
.
Then, by (5.9) we have that
h− 1 ≥ 2l(2γ − 2) + (s + t)
l
2
+ r
2l − 1
2
+ k
l − 1
2
. (5.10)
By (5.8) and (5.10), and using that l ≥ 2 we deduce that
4(2γ − 2) + (s+ t) + r
3
2
+ k
1
2
≤ s+
1
2
(r + k)− 1. (5.11)
Hence, 8(γ − 1) + t+ r ≤ −1 and therefore γ = 0 and t+ r ≤ 7. Since t and r are even,
we conclude that t+ r ≤ 6. Thus, from (5.11) with γ = 0 we get
l(t+ r − 8) + (l − 2)(s + r + k) < 0. (5.12)
For l ≥ 4 the inequality (5.12) implies
s+ r + k
8− (t+ r)
<
l
l − 2
≤ 2. (5.13)
These inequalities will allow us to reduce the possibilities for (s, r, t, k) to a finite list for
l ≥ 3. We are going to study separately the cases l ≥ 4, l = 3 and l = 2.
We summarize the results from [5] on dihedral covers of P1 that we use in the
following theorem.
Theorem 5.3. Dihedral covers of P1 of a fixed numerical type (0;m1, . . . ,mn) form an
irreducible closed subvariety of dimension n − 3 whose image on the moduli space Mg,
for g as in (3.1), is an irreducible closed subset of the same dimension.
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We remark that the theorem applies to those numerical types that define a dihedral
cover, that is, that satisfy the Riemann Existence Theorem.
We want to give a generating vector of a dihedral group D2l in such a way that it
defines an action on a curve D with exactly the number of fixed points determined by
(t, r, s, k), and possibly some other coming from other powers of the automorphism ij.
Since we have imposed that D/D2l = P
1, the type of the vector will be (0;m1, . . . ,mn).
We omit the zero from now on and write only (m1, . . . ,mn).
By Riemann’s Existence Theorem, having such a vector we can conclude that the
family corresponding to that numerical type is non-empty. There are several possi-
ble choices of generating vectors with the same numerical type; we give one concrete
possibility to prove existence, and then by Theorem 5.3 we get an irreducible family
of dihedral covers. Once we have such an action, we can construct a non completing
diagram (5.4) satisfying all our conditions with C = D/〈j〉 and B = D/〈i〉.
We study the properties of the curves in each family. In particular, we compute the
genus of D, C and B, the arithmetic genus of B˜ and its self-intersection. Moreover, we
compute the dimension of each family, with special attention to the dimension of the
image in the moduli space of curves of genus g(C).
To begin with, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. Let D be a curve with an action of D2l = 〈i, j〉 where i and j are two
involutions. Let C = D/〈j〉 and β be the automorphism in C induced by (ij)l. Then,
ν(β) = 12(ν(i) + ν((ij)
l)) if l is odd, and ν(β) = 12(ν(j) + ν((ij)
l)) if l is even.
Proof. Since (ij)l is in the center of D2l, its action descends to C and β is well defined.
Consider C embedded in D(2) as {P + j(P ), P ∈ D}. In this way, the action of β
on C is
β(P + j(P )) = (ij)l(P ) + (ij)l(j(P )) = (ij)l(P ) + j((ij)l(P )).
A point is fixed by β when either P = (ij)l(P ) or P = (ij)lj(P ). From the former
we obtain 12ν
(
(ij)l
)
points of C fixed by β and from the later 12ν
(
(ij)lj
)
. When l is
odd (ij)lj and i are conjugate in D2l, so ν((ij)
lj) = ν(i) and when l is even (ij)lj and
j are conjugate in D2l and hence ν((ij)
lj) = ν(j).
We will denote by βC ∈ Aut(C) the action on C induced by (ij)
l and by βB the
action induced on B.
By the discussion in Section 4, knowing the number of fixed points corresponding
to the different conjugacy classes in D2l, the computation of the genus of D, C and
B, the arithmetic genus of B˜ and the self-intersection of B˜ is straight forward. We do
not include these computations. In a similar way, the conclusions about C and B being
hyperelliptic or bielliptic come from the action of βC or βB ; the details are omitted since
the arguments are based in a repeated use of Riemann-Hurwitz Theorem and Lemma
5.4.
We call D the irreducible variety parametrizing the dihedral covers of P1 of a fixed
numerical type. The image of D in the moduli spaceMh, given by forgetting the action,
is an irreducible variety of the same dimension (Theorem 5.3). We want to study the
morphism η from D to Mg that sends (D, ρ) to [C], and we wonder in which cases it
has positive dimensional fibers.
We study each numerical case (t, r, s, k) separately to finish the proof of Theorem
1.3. We give some details in the first case and omit them for the rest of cases. Before,
we make some general remarks.
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First, we consider the morphism q : D/〈j, (ij)l〉 → D/D2l ∼= P
1. We observe that for
l 6= 2 it is not Galois since 〈j, (ij)l〉 is not normal in D2l, and it is Galois for l = 2.
Second, to give a curve D with an action of D2l is equivalent to give P
1 with a
certain number, n, of marked points, and the branching data for the map. To avoid
automorphisms, we can fix three of these points to be 0, 1 and ∞. As we change the
rest of points, we change the pair (D, ρ) in the family D.
Third, we will show that in all cases the curve C is γ-hyperelliptic for γ = 0, 1 with
βC = iγ , hence, to give the curve C is equivalent to give P
1 or the curve E, with the
branch points of p (the γ-hyperelliptic morphism) marked (m points).
We have the following diagram of curves for each described action ρ of D2l = 〈i, j〉
on a curve D:
D
xxqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
 &&▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
C = D/〈j〉
p

D/〈(ij)l〉
yyrr
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr

%%▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
B = D/〈i〉

D/〈j, (ij)l〉
q
&&▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
D/〈i, (ij)l〉
xxrr
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
r
P
1
We observe that for l 6= 2 the curves D/〈j, (ij)l and D/〈i, (ij)l〉 are isomorphic because
〈j, (ij)l and 〈i, (ij)l〉 are conjugate.
In some cases we add a figure showing the ramification of the morphisms p and q in
order to clarify the arguments. The points marked with a diamond are ramification and
branch points for p. Those marked with a bow-tie are ramification and branch points
for q. The points marked with a cross are both branch and ramification points for p and
q respectively.
Note that the morphism η (that maps (D, ρ) ∈ D to [C] ∈ Mg) is equivalent to send
the curve determined by the data
{P1; 0, 1,∞, x1, . . . , xn−3}
and the monodromy description, to the curve determined by the data {F ;x1, . . . , xm}
were F is the genus γ curve given by the quotient of C by its γ-hyperelliptic involution.
Therefore, studying the fibers of η is equivalent to studying the fibers of the morphism
M0,n × {ρ} →Mγ,m defined by the previous correspondence.
Finally, given a curve [C] in the image of η, we consider the data determined by
its γ-hyperelliptic involution, which is unique for γ = 0 and there is at most a finite
number of possibilities for γ = 1. If we know the morphism q, we can recover the data
that determines (D, ρ) by taking the images of the branch points of p together with the
rest of branch points of q. Therefore, we translate the question on the dimension of the
fiber of η to a question on the number of possible morphisms q for a given curve [C] in
the image of η. Given P1 (respectively E) with m marked points and some information
on the branching type of q, we want to determine whether there are a finite number of
possible q’s and a finite number of curves [C], or there is a positive dimensional family
of q’s and η has positive dimensional fibers.
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We recall that by the discussion above we have the following numerical conditions:
h ≤ s+
1
2
(r + k) (5.8)
l(t+ r − 8) + (l − 2)(s + r + k) < 0 (5.12)
s+ r + k
8− (t+ r)
<
l
l − 2
≤ 2( for l ≥ 4) (5.13)
γ = 0 (5.14)
t+ r ≤ 6 (5.15)
r, s, t even; k multiple of 4
Assume first that l ≥ 4. By conditions (5.8), (5.13) and (5.15) together with the
parities of r, s, t and k, the possibilities for (t, r, s, k) are 28:
t = 0 r = 0 s = 0 k ∈ {0, 4, 8, 12} t = 2 r = 0 s = 2 k ∈ {0, 4, 8}
t = 0 r = 0 s = 4 k ∈ {0, 4, 8} t = 2 r = 0 s = 6 k ∈ {0, 4}
t = 0 r = 0 s = 8 k ∈ {0, 4} t = 2 r = 0 s = 10 k = 0
t = 0 r = 0 s = 12 k = 0 t = 2 r = 2 s = 2 k = 0
t = 0 r = 2 s = 0 k ∈ {0, 4, 8} t = 4 r = 0 s = 0 k ∈ {0, 4}
t = 0 r = 2 s = 4 k ∈ {0, 4} t = 4 r = 0 s = 4 k = 0
t = 0 r = 2 s = 8 k = 0 t = 4 r = 2 s = 0 k = 0
t = 0 r = 4 s = 0 k = 0
By the Riemann Hurwitz formula for D → D/D2l = P
1 and considering that we
need a compatible generating vector, we reduce this case to three possibilities (see [14]
for a detailed discussion).
(D10.1) t = 0, r = 2, s = 4, k = 0.
By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula for D → D/D2l = P
1, we find that there is another
branch point with mi = 2 and also that l = 5. Thus, the additional branch point
corresponds to points fixed by (ij)5 ∈ D10.
Consequently, we impose one branch point coming from ij (image of points fixed by
it), 2 branch points coming from j (and its conjugates (ij)2αj) and one coming from
(ij)5.
The (10, 10, 2, 2)-generating vector of D10 given by
(
ij, (ij)5, (ij)4j, j
)
satisfies all
conditions.
We observe that D is the 1-dimensional family of all curves of genus 5 with maximal
dihedral symmetry (see [4]).
Claim: The map η is finite.
Proof of the claim: First, since the morphism q : P1 → P1 has 3 branch points, there
are a finite number of such morphisms modulo automorphisms of P1.
Second, we observe that D/D10 ∼= P
1 has four marked points. To avoid automor-
phisms we fix x to be the branch point associated with (image of) points fixed by (ij)5,
0 to be associated with the points fixed by ij and {1,∞} to be associated with j.
Third, C/〈βC〉 ∼= P
1 has six marked points, the points where the hyperelliptic mor-
phism p is branched. We observe that since p is the projection given by the action of
βC , five of the branch points of p are a fiber of q, in particular, the images of points
fixed by (ij)5 in D, and the sixth has ramification index 5 in q, in particular, the image
of the points fixed by ij.
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In the following figure we show the ramification of the morphisms p and q.
P
1
P
1C
(2:1) (5:1)
qp
ij
(ij)5
j
j
0
x
1
∞
♦♦♦♦♦
♦
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
⊲⊳ ⊲⊳
⊲⊳⊲⊳
⊲⊳
⊲⊳
⊲⊳
Therefore, η is equivalent to send the curve determined by the data {P1; 0, 1,∞, x}
to the one determined by {P1; q−1(0), q−1(x)}.
Finally, given a curve [C] in the image of D, we recover η−1([C]) taking the image of
the branch points of its hyperelliptic involution (0 and x) by a suitable q together with
the other two branch points of q (1 and ∞). By a suitable q we mean that one of the
branch points of p is a ramification point of q, and the other five are a fiber of q.
Such a morphism q exists because C is in the image of D, and therefore it is the
quotient of a D. Moreover, there are only a finite number of possibilities for q, and
hence, we can recover at most a finite number of (D, ρ) ∈ D. ✸
(D10.2) t = 2, r = 0, s = 2, k = 4.
By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula for D → D/D2l = P
1, we find that there is one
more branch point with mi = 2 and also that l = 5. The (5, 2, 2, 2)-generating vector of
D10 given by
(
(ij)2, (ij)5, (ij)2i, j
)
satisfies all conditions.
We observe that D is the 1-dimensional family of all curves of genus 4 with maximal
dihedral symmetry (see [4]).
Moreover, since q has three branch points we deduce, with the arguments used in
point (D10.1), that the map η is finite.
(D10.3) t = 2, r = 0, s = 6, k = 0.
By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula for D → D/D2l = P
1, we find that there is another
branch point with mi = 2 and also that l = 5. The (2, 2, 2, 2, 2)-generating vector of
D10 given by
(
(ij)5, (ij)4i, j, j, j
)
satisfies all conditions.
Conjecture: We expect the map η to be finite. Indeed, there should be only a
finite number of possibilities for q. Since q is a degree five morphism from P1 to P1,
in homogeneous coordinates it is given by two degree five polynomials. Given five of
the branch points of p, we assume that their image is 0 ∈ P1 and we have one of the
polynomials determined. Assuming that the sixth point has image ∞ ∈ P1, we obtain
one factor of the other polynomial. When we impose the branching type (1, 2, 2) for each
of the four branch points, we obtain a system of twelve equations with five unknowns.
The resolution of this system of equations has a very high computational cost1 be-
cause of the high degree of the equations involved. We were not able to finish it.
Probably a more refined algorithm would be needed. Nevertheless, the high number of
equations compared to the number of unknowns takes us to conjecture that this system
of equations has a finite number of solutions. If so, we could recover at most a finite
number of (D, ρ) ∈ D. ✸
Finally notice that in all three cases pa(B˜) = 2g(C) − 1.
Assume now that l = 3. We assume that 〈i, j〉 = D6. Since s, r, k and t are even
integers, condition (5.12) is equivalent to
s+ 4r + k + 3t ≤ 22. (5.16)
1System specifications: Processor: Intel Xeon W3520 @2.67GHz. 4 GB RAM. Using Windows 64 bits and
Wolfram Mathematica 9
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In D6 there are six conjugacy classes: [Id], [i], [j], [ij], [(ij)
2] and [(ij)3]. We
denote by p = ν((ij)3). Thus, the Riemann-Hurwitz formula for D → D/D6 reads
h = 12 (−22 + 3s+ 3t+ 5r + 2k + p). By (5.8) we deduce that
s+ 4r + k + 3t+ p ≤ 22. (5.17)
Notice that if it is satisfied, then also (5.16) is satisfied.
Now, we observe that we can embed D6 in S6 in such a way that i is odd and j is
even (thus ij is odd, (ij)2 is even and (ij)3 is odd). Since we will need the product one
condition for the generating vector, we need to impose t2 +
r
2 +
p
6 to be even, or which is
the same, t+ r + p3 multiple of four. Furthermore, we can also embed D6 in S6 in such
a way that i is even and j is odd and hence we need to impose s + r + p3 multiple of
four. By this, inequality (5.17), our previous conditions and considering that we need a
compatible generating vector, we find the following ten possibilities:
(D6.1) t = 0, r = 0, p = 12, s = 4, k = 4.
The generating vector
(
(ij)3, (ij)3, (ij)2, (ij)4j, j
)
satisfies all conditions.
Since q has three branch points, by the arguments in case (D10.1), we deduce that
the map η is finite.
(D6.2) t = 0, r = 2, p = 6, s = 4, k = 4.
The generating vector
(
ij, (ij)3 , (ij)2, j, j
)
satisfies all conditions.
Claim: The map η is finite.
Proof of the claim: Given a curve [C] in the image of D, we recover η−1([C]) taking
the image of the branch points of its bielliptic involution by a suitable q, together with
the other three branch points of q. By a suitable q we mean that one of the branch
points of p has ramification index 3 in q, and the other 3 are a fiber of q.
In the following figure we show the ramification of the morphisms p and q.
P
1EC
(2:1) (3:1)
qp
(ij)3
(ij)2
j
j
ij
x2
1
∞
0
x1
♦♦♦
♦
♦ ♦♦
⊲⊳
⊲⊳
⊲⊳ ⊲⊳
⊲⊳
⊲⊳
⊲⊳
Such a morphism q exists by construction, and there are only a finite number of
possibilities for q. Indeed, since the elliptic curve is given, one of the branch points
of p determines the immersion of E in P2 in such a way that it is an inflexion point.
For at least one of the four possible immersions the other three points lay over a line.
Then, the projection point is the intersection of the tangent to the inflexion and the line
containing the other three. ✸
(D6.3) t = 0, r = 2, p = 6, s = 8, k = 0.
The generating vector
(
ij, (ij)3 , (ij)2j, j, j, j
)
satisfies all conditions.
Claim: The map η is finite.
Proof of the claim: Given a curve C in the image of D, we recover η−1([C]) taking
the image of the branch points of its bielliptic involution by a suitable q together with
the other four branch points of q. By a suitable q we mean that one of the branch points
of p has ramification order 3 in q, and the other three are a fiber of q.
As in case (D6.2) such a morphism q exists and there are only a finite number of
possibilities for it. ✸
(D6.4) t = 0, r = 4, p = 0, s = 4, k = 0.
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The generating vector (ij, ji, j, j) satisfies all conditions.
Claim: The map η is finite.
Proof of the claim: Given a curve [C] in the image of D, we recover η−1([C]) taking
the image of the branch points of its bielliptic involution by a suitable q, together with
the other two branch points of q. By a suitable q we mean that the two branch points
of p have ramification index 3 in q.
In the following figure we show the ramification of the morphisms p and q.
P
1EC
(2:1) (3:1)
qp
ij
ji
j
j
0
1
∞
x
♦
♦
⊲⊳
⊲⊳
⊲⊳
⊲⊳
⊲⊳
⊲⊳
Such a morphism q exists because C is in the image of D, and therefore it is the
quotient of a D. Moreover, there are only a finite number of possibilities for q. Indeed,
since we have the elliptic curve given as the quotient of C by its bielliptic involution,
one of the branch points of p determine the immersion of E in P2 in such a way that it
is an inflexion point, and then necessarily the other point will be another inflexion. The
projection point will be then the intersection of the respective tangent lines. Thus, we
can recover at most a finite number of (D, ρ) ∈ D. ✸
(D6.5) t = 2, r = 0, p = 6, s = 2, k = 8.
The generating vector
(
j, i, (ij)3 , (ij)2, (ij)2
)
satisfies all conditions.
Claim: The map η is finite.
Proof of the claim: Given a curve [C] in the image of D, we recover η−1([C]) taking
the image of the branch points of its bielliptic involution by a suitable q together with
the other three branch points of q. By a suitable q we mean that one of the branch
points of p is not ramified but lies over a branch point and the other 3 are a fiber of q.
In the following figure we show the ramification of the morphisms p and q.
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Such a morphism q exists by construction, and there are only a finite number of
possibilities for q. Indeed, since the elliptic curve is given, taking three of the branch
points we determine the immersion of E in P2, and taking a line passing through the
fourth and tangent to E but not on this point (a finite number of such), we obtain a
finite number of candidates for the projection point. Only those with two points with
ramification index 3 are possible q’s. ✸
(D6.6) t = 2, r = 0, p = 6, s = 6, k = 4.
The generating vector
(
(ij)3, (ij)2, i, j, j, j
)
satisfies all conditions.
Claim: The map η is finite.
Proof of the claim: Given a curve [C] in the image of D, we recover η−1([C]) taking
the image of the branch points of its bielliptic morphism by a suitable q together with
the other four branch points of q. By a suitable q we mean that one of the branch points
of p is non ramified lying over a branch point and the other three are a fiber of q.
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As in (D6.5) such a morphism q exists and there is a finite number of possibilities
for it. ✸
(D6.7) t = 2, r = 2, p = 0, s = 2, k = 4.
The generating vector
(
i, j, ij, (ij)4
)
satisfies all conditions.
Claim: The map η is finite.
Proof of the claim: Given a curve [C] in the image of D, we recover η−1([C]) taking
the image of the branch points of its bielliptic involution by a suitable q and the other
two branch points of q. By a suitable q we mean that one of the branch points of p has
ramification index 3 in q and the other is non ramified with image a branch point of q.
In the following figure we show the ramification of the morphisms p and q.
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Such a morphism q exists by construction, and there are only a finite number of
possibilities for q. Indeed, since the elliptic curve is given, one of the branch points
determines the immersion on P2 in such a way that it is an inflexion, and taking a line
passing through the other and tangent to E, but not on this point (a finite number of
such), we obtain a finite number of candidates for the projection point. Only those with
two points with ramification index 3 would be possible q’s. ✸
(D6.8) t = 2, r = 2, p = 0, s = 6, k = 0.
The generating vector (j, j, j, i, ij) satisfies all conditions.
Claim: The map η is finite.
Proof of the claim: Given a curve [C] in the image of D, we recover η−1([C]) taking
the image of the branch points of its bielliptic involution by a suitable q together with
the other three branch points of q. By a suitable q we mean that one of the branch
points of p has ramification index 3, and the other is non ramified lying over a branch
point of q.
As in (D6.7) such a morphism q exists and there are only a finite number of possi-
bilities for it. ✸
(D6.9) t = 4, r = 0, p = 0, s = 4, k = 4.
The generating vector
(
i, i, (ij)4 , (ij)2j, j
)
satisfies all conditions.
Claim: The map η is finite.
Proof of the claim: Given a curve [C] in the image of D, we recover η−1([C]) taking
the image of the branch points of its bielliptic involution by a suitable q together with
the other three branch points of q. By a suitable q we mean that the branch points of
p are non ramified and their images by q are different branch points of q.
In the following figure we show the ramification of the morphisms p and q.
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Such a morphism q exists by construction, and there are only a finite number of
possibilities for q. Indeed, let x and y be the branch points of p. A suitable q can be
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described by the immersion of E in P2 given by the linear series of the fibers, followed
by the projection from a point not belonging to the image of E. Assume that we have
such an immersion. The point with ramification index three is an inflection of the curve
in P2 and the projection point lies over the tangent in this point. Moreover, the lines
linking x and y with the projection point are tangent to the curve in certain points x′
and y′ respectively.
Assume by contradiction that there is a positive dimensional family of possible q’s.
Given a particular immersion determined by one such q, the projection point is deter-
mined by the intersection of the tangent to an inflexion point and the lines through x
and y tangent to the curve. If we move x and y by a point z ∈ E ⊂ P2, we change the
immersion of the curve, but we keep the same planar equation. If there is a one dimen-
sional family of suitable morphisms q, then the point where the new tangents through
x+z and y+z intersect should be over the tangent to the inflexion point, giving another
morphism q in the family. Doing the effective computations we find that for a general
z it does not happen, and hence, there are only a finite number of suitable q’s. ✸
(D6.10) t = 4, r = 0, p = 0, s = 8, k = 0.
The generating vector (i, i, j, j, j, j) satisfies all conditions.
Claim: The map η has 1-dimensional fibers.
Proof of the claim: Given a curve [C] in the image of D, we recover η−1([C]) taking
the image of the branch points of its bielliptic morphism by a suitable q together with
the other four branch points of q. By a suitable q we mean that the branch points of p
are non ramified lying over a branch point, and q has generic ramification.
In the following figure we show the ramification of the morphisms p and q.
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Such a morphism q exists by construction, and we claim that there is a one dimen-
sional family of possibilities for q.
Indeed, the elliptic curve E is given, with two marked points x and y, and we are
looking for a q : E → P1 with generic ramification and the two marked points over a
branch point but non-ramified.
Each immersion of E in P2 is given by a line bundle a ∈ Pic3(E). If we consider the
projection pi : E(3) → Pic3(E), the fibers of this morphism are P2’s given by the linear
series. A morphism to P1 of order 3 can be seen as a line in this P2 with no base point,
that is, not contained in any divisor Ex.
Given two points x, y ∈ E, for each P2 = pi−1(a) we have four points of type x+2x′
and four of type y+2y′, hence, there are 16 lines that contain one of each type. In this
same fiber of pi there are 9 points of type 3Q. Therefore, for a general, at least one of the
16 lines through x+ 2x′ and y + 2y′ will not contain a point of type 3Q, and therefore,
we deduce that given x, y ∈ E there is a 1-dimensional family (dimPic(E) = 1) of
morphisms of degree 3 from E to P1 with generic branching type and x, y non ramified
but with image a branch point.
Hence, we can recover a one dimensional family of (D, ρ) ∈ D. Since for each D
we find a different B, there is a one dimensional family of curves B˜ ⊂ C(2) for each
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[C] ∈ η(D).✸
Assume finally that l = 2. Assume 〈i, j〉 = D4.
First, we observe that we can embed D4 in S4 in such a way that i is odd and j is
even. Since we will need the product one condition when constructing the generating
vector, we need to impose t2 +
r
2 to be even, or what is the same, t+ r to be multiple of
four. Moreover, we can also embed D4 in S4 in such a way that i is even and j is odd
hence we impose s+ r to be multiple of four.
Since in D4 we have five conjugacy classes [1], [i], [j], [ij] and [(ij)
2], all branch
points in D → D/D4 will be considered in either t, s, r or k, thus the Riemann-Hurwitz
formula reads 2h− 2 = −16 + 2s+ 2t+ 3r + k.
The condition g ≥ 2 is equivalent to s ≤ 2h− 6, which with the above expression of
h becomes
s ≤ −14 + 2s+ 2t+ 3r + k − 6⇔ 20 ≤ s+ 2t+ 3r + k. (5.18)
We have seen that necessarily t+ r ≤ 6. By our previous conditions and considering
that we need a compatible generating vector, we find the following three possibilities:
(D4.1) t = 0, r = 4. We need that s > 0 to obtain a generating vector. Since s+ r
should be multiple of four, we obtain that s is multiple of four. From (5.18) we deduce
that 8 ≤ s+ k.
Depending on the parity of k4 we consider the following generating vector:
• If k4 is even:
(
ij, ji, j, s/2. . ., j, (ij)2, k/4. . ., (ij)2
)
.
• If k4 is odd:
(
ij, ji, j, s/2−1. . . , j, j(ij)2, (ij)2, k/4. . ., (ij)2
)
.
We note that ν(βB) =
k+4
2 and hence, we obtain that g(B/〈βB〉) =
s
4 ≥ 1.
(D4.2) t = 2, r = 2. Since s+r should be multiple of four, we obtain that s = 4α+2
with α ∈ Z≥0. From (5.18) we deduce that 10 ≤ s+ k.
Depending on the parity of k4 we consider the following generating vector:
• If k4 is even:
(
i, ij, j, s/2. . ., j, (ij)2, k/4. . ., (ij)2
)
.
• If k4 is odd:
(
i, j, s/2. . ., j, ij, (ij)2 , k/4. . ., (ij)2
)
.
We note that ν(βB) =
k+2+2
2 and hence g(B/〈βB〉) =
s−2
4 ≥ 0.
(D4.3) t = 4, r = 0. We need that s > 0 to generate. Since s+r should be multiple
of four, we obtain that s is multiple of four. From (5.18) we deduce that 12 ≤ s+ k.
Depending on the parity of k4 we consider the following generating vector:
• If k4 is even:
(
i, i, j, s/2. . ., j, (ij)2, k/4. . ., (ij)2
)
.
• If k4 is odd:
(
i, i, j, s/2−1. . . , j, j(ij)2 , (ij)2, k/4. . ., (ij)2
)
.
We note that ν(βB) =
k+4
2 and hence, we obtain that g(B/〈βB〉) =
s−4
4 ≥ 0.
Finally, we remark that for these three families we have that B˜2 = 4, the max-
imum possibility by the Hodge index theorem. Therefore, B˜ is algebraically equiva-
lent to two times a coordinate curve. Moreover, since a coordinate curve has positive
self-intersection, the restriction of Pic0(C(2)) to Pic0(CP ) is injective. Then, since the
restriction of B˜ to a coordinate curve consists of two points, it is linearly equivalent to
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the restriction of the sum of two coordinate curves. Then, the divisor B˜ − (CP1 + CP2)
is on Pic0(C(2)) and restricted to Pic0(CP ) it is zero, therefore, since this morphism is
injective, we deduce that B˜ is linearly equivalent to the sum of two coordinate curves,
and hence h0(C(2),OC(2)(B˜)) ≥ 2.
These are all possible pairs (C, B˜) with B˜ ⊂ C(2) with degree two and positive
self-intersection. Therefore, we have finished the proof of Theorem 1.3.
6 Further comments
Remark 6.1. Notice that in all cases B˜2 ≤ pa(B˜)−g(C)+2, thus satisfying the inequality
in Corollary 4.7 of [10] even if in the cases with g(C) = 2 the surface C(2) is not of general
type, and therefore the hypothesis are not fulfilled.
We can give more information about the curves D in relation to the curves C and
B.
Proposition 6.2. We have the following isogeny for the Jacobian variety of any of the
curves D that appear in Theorem 1.3:
JD ≈ JC × JB × JD/〈ij〉.
Proof. We can decompose Dn = 〈i, j〉, with i and j two involutions, as
Dn = 〈ij〉 ∪ 〈i〉 ∪ 〈(ij)i〉 ∪ 〈(ij)
2i〉 ∪ · · · ∪ 〈(ij)n−1i〉.
In our case D/Dn ∼= P
1, so by [8] with t = n+ 1 we obtain that
JnD ≈ J
n
D/〈ij〉 × J
2
D/〈i〉 × J
2
D/〈(ij)i〉 × · · · × J
2
D/〈(ij)n−1i〉.
Since i is a conjugate of all (ij)2ki and j is a conjugate of all (ij)2k+1i we deduce
that
JD/〈i〉 ∼= JD/〈(ij)2ki〉
∼= JB JD/〈j〉 ∼= JD/〈(ij)2k+1i〉
∼= JC .
Therefore,
JnD ≈ J
n
D/〈ij〉 × J
n
B × J
n
C
and applying Poincare´ duality we obtain the stated isogeny.
6.1 Degree d curves in C(2) with arithmetic genus in the
Brill-Noether range
Now, we consider again the question about curves with arithmetic genus in the Brill-
Noether range and positive self-intersection. Let (C, B˜) be a pair of curves with C
smooth, such that B˜ ⊂ C(2) with degree d,
q(C(2)) = g(C) < pa(B˜) < 2g(C) − 1 (6.1)
and B˜ has positive self-intersection.
By the Castelnuovo-Severi inequality ([2]), for a diagram of curves as in Theorem
2.1 the following inequality is satisfied:
g(D) ≤ 2g(B) + dg(C) + d− 1. (6.2)
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Thus, we have a necessary condition for given curves C,B and D to lay in a diagram as
in Theorem 2.1.
Moreover, when d is a prime number, by [1, Theorem 3.2] we have a criteria to decide
if a curve completing the diagram can exist. That is, a curve F completing the diagram
must satisfy
g(D) + 2dg(F ) ≤ 2g(B) + dg(C) + d− 1.
When this inequality is not satisfied, the diagram does not complete and hence by
Theorem 2.1, there is a degree one map B → C(2) with image B˜.
By Lemma 2.2 and inequality (6.2) we get that
g(D) = B˜2 + 1 + 2d(g(C) − 1)− (pa(D˜)− g(D)) ≤ 2g(B) + dg(C) + d− 1
⇔ B˜2 ≤ 2g(B) + d(3− g(C))− 2 + (pa(D˜)− g(D)).
By (6.1), necessarily g(B) ≤ pa(B˜) ≤ 2g(C)− 2, so we obtain that for g(C) ≥ 4
d ≤
4g(C)− 6− B˜2 + (pa(D˜)− g(D))
g(C)− 3
.
Hence, for a fixed g(C), we have a relation between the self-intersection of B˜, its
degree and the singularities of D˜.
Assume that B˜ is smooth. Then, we have a diagram of curves
D˜
(2:1)
//
(d:1)

B
C
that induces a map p : D˜ → C × B. Since 2 is a prime number, p is birational into its
image. Hence, pa(D˜) ≤ pa(i(D˜)).
By adjunction in C ×B and the Castelnuovo-Severi inequality we get that
pa(i(D˜)) ≤ 2g(B) + dg(C) + d− 1.
Hence, by Lemma 2.2 and inequality (6.1), we obtain that for g(C) ≥ 4
d ≤
4g(C)− 7
g(C)− 3
.
Thus, for g(C) ≥ 9 a curve with arithmetic genus in the Brill-Noether range and positive
self-intersection should have degree at most 4. This inequality motivates the study of
curves in C(2) with low degree.
By Theorem 1.3 we obtain a negative answer for the existence of such curves with
degree 2.
Corollary 6.3. There are no pairs of curves (C, B˜) with C smooth and B˜ ⊂ C(2) with
degree two, g(C) < pa(B˜) < 2g(C)− 1 and B˜
2 > 0.
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6.2 Curves in C × C with arithmetic genus in the Brill-
Noether range
We remark finally that some of the curves D˜ ⊂ C × C have, in fact, arithmetic genus
in the Brill-Noether range and positive self-intersection. Indeed, since by definition D˜
is the preimage of B˜ by piC , we have
D˜2 = (pi∗CB˜)
2 = pi∗C(B˜
2) = deg piC B˜
2 = 2B˜2
and moreover
q(C ×C) = 2g pa(D˜) = g(D) +
1
2
(r + k).
Therefore, if the curve B˜ has positive self-intersection, so does D˜. Moreover, if
2g < h+ 12(r+ k) ≤ 4g− 2, then D˜ has arithmetic genus in the Brill-Noether range and
positive self-intersection.
We look at Theorem 1.3 and note that these inequalities are satisfied in all cases
defined by the action of D10, the four cases defined by the action of D6 with g(C) = 3
and all the cases defined by the action of D4.
Therefore, we have found some examples of curves with arithmetic genus in the Brill-
Noether range and positive self-intersection in an irregular surface. We note that all our
examples, as well as those found in [3], satisfy pa(D˜) = 2q(S) − 2. That is, the curves
are on the boundary of the Brill-Noether range.
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